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Grandeur of Rugged
Sturt Gorge in 1947
Geoffrey Shepherd
(Excerpt from ‘The Advertiser’ Saturday 6
December 1947, supplied by Cr Lindy Taeuber,
City of Mitcham)

F

rom the heights of Stirling, down
through
Coromandel
Valley,
breaking through the hills of Eden, then
across the flats of Marion, by many a
devious twist and turn the Sturt river
pursues its course until it meets the sea at
Glenelg. As hills rivers go, the Sturt is not
a particularly long one, but during its 20odd miles career through the hills its
moods are legion. Following its
temperamental course, even if only for a
little way, one never has a dull moment, in
parts it is pretty and placid; around a bend
it may be wild and rugged. Sometimes it
shrinks to a mere creek, only to reassert
itself and expand again into a river. Often
it aspires to drama with its ruggedness
when it dives deep into gullies. And there
is one particular spot where the Sturt
reaches its greatest climax, where
unsuspecting scenes of grandeur await the
visitor. This is the wild two-mile stretch
known as the Sturt Gorge.

With all those who have visited it, the
Gorge is very popular, but to many other
hill lovers it is still something of a closed
book. This particular picturesque stretch
of the river is only about nine miles from
the city, and a mile or so west from the
second tunnel in Eden Hills. Unlike the
Torrens Gorge, you cannot follow this one
along a sleek, accompanying highway.
You have to ferret it out, take rugged
trails, and, if you're wise, you won't wear
your best clothes. If the season is dry,
nature will perhaps not impede you so
much, and the river's glacial bed is yours.
But if it's after rains, like the recent
unseasonable ones, and you still want to
trail it, then you must scramble and
leapfrog over boulders, climb steep cliffs
and descend gullies, for after rains its
swirling waters become rapids. I chose an
afternoon after the recent October rains—
and saw the gorge in its most spectacular
mood. I left the car on Shepherd's Hill
road, near the second tunnel, struck
southwards across a paddock which
sharply descended into a bush-clad gully.
Here in this gully was a creek which was
to introduce me to the Sturt further southwest. There was no doubt about the
direction of the gorge. In the distance was
the clamorous boom of rushing water
contrasting strongly with the murmuring

of the water in the little stream I was
following.

below and, further around a bend, two
waterfalls in miniature.

As the hills closed in the gully grew
narrower. Now and again giant gums
towered up, their gnarled trunks entwined
with debris carried by the creek. The hills
continued to squeeze in on this narrow
tributary, now dropping in a succession of
rivulets. Still ahead and growing louder
was the increasing roar of tumbling
waters. Then, almost literally, I dropped in
on the Sturt, for 200 feet below and
forming a junction was the rushing Sturt,
plunging into the gorge which was
echoing with the boom.

So this was what all the tumult was about!
For a long time I watched the churning
waters. Away in the distance, in the
direction of the sinking sun, the gorge
streaked on, spun to silver, glittering in the
sun against the verdant growth of the bush
and the sombre lines of the cliffs. I have
little doubt that when this river is dry its
rugged bed is strangely silent. It was on
such occasions in early days when many
deserting sailors from ships in the gulf
found a safe passageway up to
Coromandel Valley along its secluded
course. The gorge, in particular was a
favourite overnight camping spot for
them. The numerous caves in the cliffs
offered them an overnight covering.
Rabbits above the gorge seemed as
numerous as the mosquitoes. Betrayed by
their white tails, they scampered away in
panic at my approach. I fervently wished
that the mosquitoes would follow suit.

Here, indeed, was a stirring sight a scene
so rugged that it might have mysteriously
strayed down from the far away Flinders
Ranges rather than belong to the sedate
cliffs behind Eden. Cliffs closed down on
both sides of the river, forming almost a
canyon, from which the profiles of
outcrops of rocks jutted aggressively.
Here the river tore along with the velocity
of rapids, swirling around boulders in
eddies of foam. I became aware of another
sound, a more ominous one—the
concerted buzzing of mosquitoes. I was to
have company. Progress was now
precarious, for there was not a chance of
following the river from its sides while in
this present mood; so, accompanied by the
mosquitoes, I detoured up the moist, clifflike hills, for I wanted to find out what the
noise further along the river was about.
From the cliff-tops, about 200 feet above,
one gets a far more extended view of the
gorge below. In a setting of sheoaks and
blackboys I saw a surging line of foam

Looking down, I saw the lone figure of a
fisherman perched on a rock below in a
more subdued reach of the river, while his
little dog scampered excitedly about. The
fisherman was angling for rainbow trout.
For a while I watched the two figures—
the one so motionless and silent, the other
so active and noisy. I saw nobody else.
Sturt Gorge is like that. Often you will
find it deserted, and then on one Saturday
or Sunday afternoon you will come across
a party of Boy Scouts, perhaps half a
dozen other parties, some week-end
campers— and the custodian mosquitoes.
I lost count of the number of times I
scrambled up and down the cliffs, always
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lured on by the uncertainty of what the
next turn might reveal. Progress was
slow—about a mile an hour. The sun
began to sink, showering the gorge with
pools of shadows. Like a spotlight turned
on a stage, shafts of light broke through
the grey gloom below. At length it was
evident that the gorge was finally petering
out. In a way it had been like watching a
colourful procession from vantage points.
The spectacular pageant of passing events
had slowly passed by and now the end was
in sight.

A
Bush
Butterflies

full

of

Rick Coyte

A

few days before last Christmas I
was walking through a council
reserve adjoining Sturt Gorge Recreation
Park and noticed a Bursaria Spinosa bush
that was flowering prolifically. It was
making quite a show, well justifying
“Christmas Bush” as one of its common
names, and I went over to have a closer
look. My approach disturbed a cloud of
native butterflies that had been feeding on
the plant’s nectar; there must have been
about
thirty
individuals.

The cliffs lost their abruptness, their faces
becoming slopes. The gorge broadened
into a gully, still pretty and rugged, but
one that now might have been anywhere
in the Adelaide hills. The waters had spent
their force. By no stretch could the
imagination now invest in them the drama
of a mile back. The river still had its gums,
flowing water and boulders, but the
grandeur had gone. It was time for me to
go, too. Still escorted by the mosquitoes, I
turned and struck up in the direction of the
road. I pushed up through scrub, crossed a
paddock and climbed my last hill. Far
below, stretching before my gaze now,
was the unrestricted panorama of the
Adelaide plains. But as I set out on the last
stretch, it was not this distant, peaceful
scene that held my attention. In my mind's
eye scenes of the impetuous ruggedness of
Sturt Gorge were flashing before me, my
ears still ringing with the roar of its
surging waters—and my legs and face
were still smarting with the bites of its
wild mosquitoes.

A Common Brown butterfly

I backed off a bit and many of them settled
again to resume feeding. They were the
Common Brown butterfly, and I don’t
think I’ve seen as many in one place
before.
Photographing them proved difficult,
since when they land, they hold their
wings pressed together vertically above
their body, and viewed from above this
makes only a thin line, so that they
virtually disappear. (This is a general
characteristic of butterflies, helping
distinguish them from moths, which perch
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with wings flat across their back.) In flight
their open wings made them more
obvious, but to avoid predation they
change
direction
frequently
and
erratically, so when I managed to
photograph one it was largely by luck.

Olive in a Red Gum!
Andrew Watson

O

n one of my regular walks around
Craigburn Lake, I stopped near a
large, dead red gum tree near the water’s
edge. For some reason, I looked up, and
noticed something really odd, which made
me do a double-take. My second glance
confirmed a healthy 3 metre olive tree
growing in the fork of the dead red gum
tree (Eucalyptus camaldulensis), some 4
metres above ground level.

So here is a puzzle for you. In the photo
below, some of the butterflies are fairly
obvious, others less so.

How many butterflies are in the photo?

Butterflies are not the only creatures to
benefit from Bursaria plants. Various
small insects and spiders shelter inside the
open dried-out seed pods, which look like
an open small brown purse (hence the
scientific name Bursaria, from the Latin
bursa meaning “purse”). It is an
ecologically important plant, and ought to
be included in revegetation plantings
wherever the site is suitable.

Olive tree growing in the fork of a dead red
gum. Some FOSG plantings can be seen below
the tree

They are certainly versatile, resilient and
ubiquitous weeds! My mind moved to
how it sustains itself, and from where it
derives its moisture and nutrients,
particularly in the hot, dry seasons. I
guessed the decaying timber of the red
gum would be the main source, possibly
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augmented by rotting leaves and other
small debris which have dropped into the
fork. It would be interesting to know if
other FOSG members have seen other
unusual locations for olives.

impression that they were timid animals
and mainly nocturnal in their summer
time activities. This particular chap was
obviously happy to buck the trend!

As a side-light, I regularly check the
progress of the plantings done on a FOSG
working bee back in late April 2018,
arranged by Rick Coyte. The plantings
were placed mostly at the water’s edge.
Happily on my estimation, about 70%
have survived the rigours of their first
summer and look like kicking on. It is
interesting also to note that most are
currently about 10 metres from the water
– an indication of how low the lake water
level is at the moment! Some heavy rain
would be a good thing!

Echidnas
March!

on

Andrew Watson’s echidna

Just three days prior (12th March),
Andrew Goldie had also spotted an
echidna near the track leading from
Bushland Drive to Magpie Creek. In
remarkably similar fashion it was also
out in broad daylight, and totally
unconcerned by his presence as it
wandered off looking for food. Could it
be the same animal?

the

Andrew Watson and Andrew Goldie

O

n 15th March, on my (AW) way
home from tending to my ‘Bush for
Life’ site just to the north of Craigburn
Road (which forms the northern boundary
of Sturt Gorge), I became aware of
movement to my right. I stopped and was
surprised to see an echidna waddling
through the short grass, toward the track I
was on. I expected it to sense my presence
and take evasive action, but no! It held its
course, waddled across the track right in
front of me, and crossed into grass on the
other side. It stopped occasionally to
fossick for insects, apparently oblivious to
me taking photos. I was under the

Andrew Goldie’s echidna
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Weeding

For plants with a trunk a few centimetres
across, an application of glyphosate in a
few shallow holes drilled around the base
of the trunk and in the horizontal section
between trunk and tap root will kill the
plant.
For anything smaller, my tip is to cut away
the plant close to the ground, wound the
stump (a couple of cuts into it with
secateurs is sufficient or a single drill hole
if the diameter allows) and then apply
glyphosate promptly.
If the wood exposed after cutting or
drilling is a bright yellow you’re on the
money because that’s living wood.
Anything brown indicates dead tissue.
Pulling a small plant out of the ground is
rarely effective because the tap root is
very hard to dislodge. Consequently, only
the top part of the plant comes free leaving
behind all or most of the horizontal
section and tap root which will happily
continue growing.

Buckthorn

(Rhamnus alaternus)
Andrew Goldie

M

ost Buckthorn plants you’ll come
across during working bees appear
to be growing straight out of the ground,
but don’t be fooled: The vertical trunk and
the tap root are separated by a short
horizontal section which rests on the
ground and is soon covered by leaf litter
and soil.
The specimen in the photograph is an
example of the characteristic shape for
this particular woody weed from its
earliest stage of growth until it reaches
maturity. Fully grown the plant can reach
a size equivalent to a small mallee.
As for weeding Buckthorn, in my
experience the larger the plant, the easier
it is to deal with.

Walkers
Gorge

in

Sturt

Albert Kuster

B

ob Grant recently led a group of 28
ARPA Bushwalkers along the River
Trail in the Sturt Gorge, where they
enjoyed lunch at the Tillite Track ford.
We also checked a loose sign at one of the
sign posts along the trail and discovered a
hidden geocache behind the Wattle Trail
sign. Somebody had chiselled a cavity and
installed magnets to hide a little tin behind
the sign. If anybody is into geocaching,

So how did I manage to pull out this example?
With great patience, care and lots of luck!
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they may have discovered this location
already.

than normal by more than 40C! Rainfall
was also exceptional – there was
virtually none for the entire month!
February and March were also hotter
than usual, both by around one degree,
and much drier than average as well.

The geocaching tin cleverly set in the trail sign
post

Well below average rainfall,
January to March

Weather in the Gorge

The recent weather pattern has been
unusual in regard to the complete lack of
moisture intrusions from the north.
During most summer and early autumn
periods there is the occasional tropical
low pressure system which moves down
from the north, bringing with it
increased atmospheric moisture. An
interaction with a weather system from
the south can trigger an outbreak of
thunderstorms or the development of a
broad rainband, with heavy rain
eventuating.

Andrew Watson

W

eather conditions in the Sturt
Gorge for the past three months
have continued the hot and dry trend set
during
the
preceding
spring.
Temperatures have been well above
average, and rainfall is well below
average for the year to date. During the
January to March quarter a measly 27
millimetres of rain has fallen in the rain
gauge at Craigburn Farm. That is only
about 35% of what can normally be
expected. Following the unusually dry
2018, soils in the gorge are particularly
dry and most of the vegetation is
stressed. It is noticeable that some
weaker plants and trees have died, and
there has been an unusually high number
of boughs dropped by the eucalypts.
Temperatures
in
January
were
exceptional, with maxima being higher

Above average temperatures,
January to March
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Tropical rainfall activity this year has
been confined mostly to the far north of
the continent, quashing any significant
southward transport of moisture, so
central and southern parts of the
continent have missed out on major rain
events.

The good news is that the rainfall
forecast
shows
some
promise,
suggesting near average totals over the
three month timeframe. It is the first
occasion in many months that the
outlook is for close to normal rainfall,
which is encouraging. Whilst April and
May will likely track on the lower side
of normal, there is an indication that
June will see a more traditional winter
type weather pattern set up. More
regular fronts and low pressure systems
could well lead to a month of above
average rainfall. Some incursions of
high level moisture from the Indian
Ocean are also possible, with
interactions with weather systems from
the south possibly resulting in rain
events of significance. So whilst a
soaking rain event looks unlikely in the
short term, there is some optimism that
rainfall in the upcoming months should
increase and be much more notable than
what we have seen over recent times. We
are certainly long overdue for some
heavy rain!

As is the norm, the next three months
will see temperatures fall significantly
and rainfall increase. Monthly average
temperatures fall by almost 70C between
April and June. The lowering sun angle
and shorter days are the major
contributor to the dip in temperature,
with more frequent cloud and rain also
contributing.

70% chance of exceeding average
maximum temperatures,
April to June

Whilst it will become cooler, the three
monthly
forecast
indicates
that
temperatures will continue to be above
average. There is a good likelihood that
April in particular will see some
lingering spells of warm and dry
conditions before more frequent cold
frontal activity becomes established in
May and June. But with both May and
June also expected to be milder than
normal, long stretches of cold weather
aren’t very likely.

Near average rainfall expected,
April to June

Hopefully the ‘break of the season’ will
be around its usual time of late April to
early May. If that comes to pass, it will
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be great to see moisture returning to the
soils across the Gorge. The perennial
vegetation will get a long overdue
refresher, the annuals will sprout forth
and the hillsides and valleys will
transition from ugly brown to a much
more picturesque shade of green. Let’s
look forward to that!

temperatures in the Gorge were about as
high as anywhere else in the country!

The table on the following page provides
a summary of weather conditions in Sturt
Gorge over the past three months.

An
Interesting
Weather Event

The weather chart on 24th January, showing
the long trajectory of exceptionally hot air
from the north, ahead of an approaching
trough of low pressure

Andrew Watson

T

he 24th January 2019 will go down
in history as a day which re-wrote
temperature records. It is accurate to say
that it was the hottest day in the Sturt
Gorge
since
records
began.
Temperatures peaked in the mid 40’s,
with the longevity of the extreme heat
during the day also remarkable. It
reached 400C around midday, and was
still above 400C at 8 pm. Many other
locations in the Mt Lofty Ranges
recorded their highest maximum
temperatures ever, including Kuitpo with
440C, Mt Crawford with 43.70C and Mt
Lofty with 410C. Northerly winds to the
east of a low pressure trough entrained
exceptionally hot air from the far north of
the state into the Gorge. The hot air mass
had been building in intensity over
several weeks, culminating in the
unusual situation on the day where
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Weather Summary: January to March
Month

Jan

Feb

Mar

Total

Rainfall (mm)
Average

0.2
25.7

9.8
21.9

16.6
31.3

26.6
78.9

Max Temp (0C)
Average

33.8
29.6

30.4
29.5

27.6
26.5

30.6
28.5

Wind Spd (km/h)
24
25
23
24.0
Average
23
22
21
22.0
Rainfall data from Craigburn Farm, temperatures from Kent Town, wind (3pm) from Adelaide Airport

Interested in joining ARPA bush walkers?
Contact Bob Grant

Photo Gallery

"Master and apprentice”. Two wonderful
Xanthorrhea plants in the Gorge

Fox poo or pellets regurgitated by a
currawong?

Photo : Andrew Goldie

Question and photo : Andrew Goldie

Albert tends the safety harness while Martin grubs down a steep cliff face
Photo : Andrew Watson

Newsletter Editor ; Andrew Watson
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